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Introduction

1. Introduction
This Brain-Boy® Universal Professional (BUP) manual is meant for specialists, psychologists, thera-
pists and educationalists as well as other practitioners and supervisors of clients. It introduces you 
the professional test and training system for low-level functions, the „BUP“.

Besides the installation and operation instructions, this manual includes additional information about 
the technical possibilities this device offers.

This active therapeutical medical device for temporary use is licensed to be placed in circulation and 
to be operated since there is no risk for safety and health of clients, users and possibly third persons 
if the device is installed, instanded and used for the intended purposes in the way this manual de-
scribes.

Legend for symbols and terms

In this manual you will fi nd terms and symbols that have the following meaning:

Danger! Security information:  If this is not observed, there is risk for life or 
injury.

Caution! Security information: If you do not observe this, the BUP device 
can be damaged seriously or it can even be destroyed. The kind of 
danger you have to be aware of will be further specifi ed.

Note: General and particular information: consequences that are not 
desired, e.g. loss of data. 

Content Here you get important background information about the different 
functions that are important, for example to use certain setup para-
meters.

Procedure Here you get a step-to-step introduction in the operation of specifi c 
functions.

… this and other combinations of SHIFT and additional symbols give 
you operating instructions: Here you have to press a combination 
of keys to achieve the desired action:

1. Press the green „Shift“ key and keep it pressed.
2. Press the key next to which the appropriate symbol is printed,  

e.g. . The desired action will be executed. As a consequence  
you can observe a change in the display.

3. Release both keys.

Client Orientation guide on the different pages of the manual: The color and 
the term within the symbol facilitate the handling of this manual and 
the orientation in the menu overview. Here: Menu Client

Main menu ► Client When you achieved  the requested menu: Please continue read in 
the manual at the corresponding position. Therefor the titles will help 
you: Main menu ► Client ► Change

means: In the main menu (1st level) you chose the menu „Client“ 
(2nd level). The arrow marks the sub menu „Change“ (3rd level). Now 

press  in order to open and use this sub menu.

2. Security Advices and Technical Advance Information
This chapter introduces you the Brain-Boy® Universal Professional (BUP). This includes an overview 
about the device by which the different operation elements and possibilities of connecting additional 
technical accessories in an easy way become obvious. Moreover you will get a short instruction 
about operating the device.

This manual will facilitate the work with the BUP. If you have any questions that cannot be answered 
by the given information, please do not hesitate to contact us. You will fi nd the contact details on the 
fi rst page of this manual.
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Security Advices and Technical  Advance Information

2.1 Security Advices

The Brain-Boy® Universal Professional (BUP) is designed to test and train the low-level-  
functions of the client. For this purpose you have to follow the instruction steps of this   
manual. The use of this device for other purposes is against its provision and therefore not   
permitted.

When operating the BUP, you particularly have to observe the following security information: 

  Danger! Explosion Hazard: Do not use the BUP in rooms where the following infl ammable 
mixtures are present – they could spark off!
• Anesthetic mixture with air
• Anesthetic mixture with Oxygen or Nitrous Oxide

  Danger! Do not perform any kind of maintenance of the BUP by yourself. Do not release the 
screws in order to open the case. There is a risk to injure yourself or to damage the 
BUP.

 Caution! Clean the BUP before fi rst use. For this, follow the instruction steps listed in chapter 
5.4.2 Cleaning. Do observe the disinfectant and detergent manufacturer’s treatment 
and security information. 

 Caution! Do prevent the device from contact with ultrasonic bathes, water (running or still) and 
chemical detergents like dilutions, alcohol etc. even if the device is switched off and dis-
connected from the power supply. It could be damaged or destroyed.

 Caution! Be careful that the cables of the accessories (power supply unit, headphones, hand 
pushbuttons) are not pulled out of the BUP sockets forcefully. The plugs and the so-
ckets could be damaged.

 Caution! Use the BUP only in dry environments and protect it  from humidity (also while storing). 
The sensitive electronics could be damaged. This is also valid for the inactive BUP!

 Caution! For operation, exclusively use the included power supply unit. It has been chosen espe-
cially for the use with the BUP. Other power supply units could damage the BUP.

 Caution! Avoid switching between external and internal (battery-operated) power supply while 
the BUP is turned on. Loss of data is to be expected.

 Caution! Disconnect the switched off BUP from power only by unplugging the power supply unit 
from the socket. After that you can pull the cable out of the device.

 Caution! Use the BUP only with accessories that are recommended by MediTECH. These meet 
the requirements and security regulations for medical products and are particularly ad-
apted to the work with the BUP.

 Note:  While the device is switched on, you must not take out the CF-Card (storage card). Se-
vere loss of data is to be expected.

  Get in mind: Switch off the BUP fi rst – then take out the CF-Card!
 Note:     Never change the data on your CF-Card with your PC. This affects the access to data 

and destroys the saved data.

 Note:   MediTECH gives no guarantee or liability for actions that violate the security in-
formation and instructions of this document. The same for the use of the CF-Card 
for any other purpose. e.g. saving infected fi les. 
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Security Advices and Technical  Advance Information

2.2 The BUP

This chapter gives an overview about the Brain-Boy® Universal Professional (BUP). Put the  
 device in front of you and compare the different control elements and connecting points.

Front Side: Controls

Frontside: Display

Back Side: Socket and Power

OK-LED (confi rmation diode)

Left diode

Right answer button

Display

Right diode

Left answer button

Shift button
(important for controlling 
the functions marked 
in green)

Socket:
Left (black) hand pushbutton

Socket:
Right (white) hand pushbutton

Socket:
Headphones

Control buttons: 
Base level: 

letters, numbers
Shift level: 

(text) navigation

M a i n m e n u 2

C l i e n t : S m i t h

 T a s k < S o u n d >

S e t u p < N o r m >

Current menu name

marks the actual 
selected menu
(Changing with 

  and )

Current number 
of menu option

Display: battery status

options available in the 
current menu

Slot for  
Compact-Flash-Card 
(CF-Card)

Socket: 
Power Supply

On/Off Switch

Fixation point
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Security Advices and Technical  Advance Information

2.3 First steps: Brain-Boy® Universal Professional (BUP) 

These fi rst steps should facilitate to start working with the BUP. Detailed instructions are available in 
later chapters.

 Note: To avoid errors while operating the device it is necessary to read the BUP-manual com-
pletely before fi rst use.

2.3.1 Switching on the BUP

The BUP is designed for both external and internal power supply.

1.  Connect – if desired – the BUP to the power supply system. To do this, please follow   
 the instruction steps in the chapter Installation.

 Note: Please be sure that the CF-Card is plugged CORRECTLY into the slot.

2. Switch on the device.
For this, push the black fl ip switch ON/OFF on the back of the device in the ON position.

After a short time, the letters BUP appear on the front display of the device. These letters will be 
substituted by the main menu. The device is now ready for operation.

2.3.2 Principally Test or Training cycle

Select Client Enter new Client or edit / select existing one


Select task


Defi ne setup Normtest Test Training Self Set

Change parameters if desired

Start task Options: 
Additional functions such as self update, set time, 

set date etc. These functions are only indirectly con-

nected to the test and training scenarios (i.e. Volume 
control, headphones selection.Save results

2.3.3 Action during the Tasks

Press key(s) ...

BrainB-v / Order-v where you saw the fi rst fl ash

BrainB-a / Order-a where you heard the fi rst click

ClickBoy / Bearing where you heard the click

SoundBoy / Pitch according to the position of the „other“ tone (1st  L, 2nd  R)

Sync-Boy / Rhythm on the correct side synchronously to the click (rhythm)

SpeedBoy / Reaction on the correct side as fast as possible after the lower tone

TriplBoy / Sequence according to the position of the „other“ tone (1st  L, 2nd  L+R, 3rd  R)

Long-Boy / Duration according to the position of the longer tone (1st  L, 2nd  L+R, 3rd  R)
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2.3.4 Short instructions

Action Short instruction Read more in chapter

1. Enter client

or 

1. Choose „Client“ in the main menu, press .

2. Choose „New“ in the client menu (move with  

and  ) – then .

3. Choose “name”:  and enter the client‘s name 
letter by letter. 

4. Confirm the last name with .
5. Enter the first name and the date of birth in the 

same way. 

6. Press   twice to confirm the input.  

Main menu ►Client ► New 

or

1. Select client 1. Choose „Client“ in the main menu, press .

2. Choose „Select“ in the client menu (move with  

and  ) – then .
3. Enter fi rst letter of the client‘s name and mark the 

desired name with 

4. Confi rm the choice with  .

Main menu ►Client ► Select

2. Select task 1. Move to “Task” in the main menu: 

2. Choose the desired task with  or  
(e.g. SoundBoy). 

Main menu ► Task

3. Defi ne setup 1. Move to “Setup” in the main menu: 

2. Choose the setup with  and  (e.g.: Norm).

Main menu ► Setup

4. Start and use task 1. Move to “Start!” in the main menu: 

2. Press  and use the task as described.   

3. When indicated: manual break off :  

Main menu ► Start!
then steps according the selected task

5. Regard and save 
results

1. Access results: 

2. Regard all values: .

3. Move in the results with  and  

4. Stop regarding results  and confi rm. „Save 

results?“ with „6“ (  for yes).

Follows up after each task or
Main menu ► Results ► Show

6. Select next task 1. Move to “Task” in the main menu: 

2. Choose the desired task with  or  
(e.g. TriplBoy). 

7. Defi ne training 
setup

1. Move to “Setup” in the main menu: .

2. Choose the setup with  and   (e.g.: Test).

3. Change to selection of level with .

4. Change level with  or  and confi rm your 

choice with  . 

Main menu ► Setup ► Level

8. Start and use task 
and regard regards. 

1. Move to “Start!” in the main menu: 

2. Press  and use the task as described.  

3. When indicated: manual break off: 

Main menu ► Start!
then steps according the selected task

Setups and 
Templates

1. Edit at „Setups ► SelfSet“ according to the needs 
of clients. Save it with a useful name. 

2. Change the client who shall use with the saved 

template and select from the list of templates.  

Main menu ► Setup ► Change
Main menu ► Setup ► Save template

Main menu ► Setup ► Load template

Modify volume 1. Individual for one client: Use „setups“

2. Global for all clients: Use „Options“

Main menu ► Setup ► Change

Main menu ► Options ► Volume
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Security Advices and Technical  Advance Information

2.4 In general: Keys

Some of the control keys have various functions. In general: 

1st allocation:  Input of letters and numbers. One key represents up 
to four letters. To get to the second or third letter, you 
have to press the key twice or three times (compara-
ble to the sms-function of standard mobile phones). 
This allocation is marked in black letters. 

2nd allocation:  If you simultaneously press the shift key in combi-
nation with another key you can move within the functions marked in green and 
you will have access to special text input functions. Press the shift key, keep it 
pressed and press the second key for short. Then let off the keys.

Within a task:  Key „4“ and „6“ are the answer keys.

2.4.1 In general: Navigation within the menu

The guidance for the user is designed in a simple way. 

Generally speaking: To move within the menu, press the required arrow key. 

:  one level up in the menu (key „4“)

: one level down in the menu (key „6“)

:  up within a level (key „2“)

:  down within a level (key „8“)

Within a level, the current menu option is always marked by an arrow in 
front. 

2.4.2 Detailed key allocation

Key ... during text input
(1st allocation)

... with pressed Shift-Key ( ) 
(2nd allocation)

... within a task
(task allocation)

1 Space      Switching between input of lower cases, 
capital letters and numbers (text mode)

–

2 A ► B ► C ► 2  Up within a menu level –

3 D ► E ► F ► 3  Deletes the last letter (text mode) –

4 G ► H ► I ► 4  One position to the left without deleting  
 the text (text mode); 

 One level up (operation menu);

left answer keys

5 J ► K ► L ► 5  Selecting a function for further input  Starting the task

6 M ► N ► O ► 6   One position to the right without 
deleting the text (text mode);

  One level down (operation menu); 

right answer key

7 P ► Q ► R ► S ► 7 – –

8 T ► U ► V ► 8  Down within a menu level –

9 W ► X ► Y ► Z ► 9 – –

Shift – – –

0 . ► + ► - ► _ ► 0 – repeating the last stimulus 
– if selected (in combination 

with )

Ende –  End / Confi rmation of text input (in 
text mode) 

 Finish and save the input (in operating 

menu - after previous choise with ) 

Manual breaking off the task
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3 Installation and Startup
Before you start working with the Brain-Boy® Universal Professional (BUP) it might be necessary to 
connect accessories, depending on the task you would like to use.

This chapter tells you how to connect the BUP to the power supply system, insert the CF-Card and 
plug the headphones and hand pushbuttons into the device.

3.1 Inserting the CF-Card

A CF-Card is mandatory, if you want to save the client‘s data whi-
le working with the BUP. On the CF-Card, all client-relevant data 
will be saved. The card combined with an external card reader 
constitutes the communication between the BUP and the compu-
ter. The following ways of exchanging data are possible:

a. BUP to Computer: transfer of the collected data, saving and 
evaluation with the MediTOOLS program.

b. Computer to BUP: updating the software and supplying the 
BUP with test and training setups, created on the computer.

 Note!  If the CF-Card is pulled out of the running device, it could be destroyed. This can lead 
to a complete loss of data.

 Procedure:

1. Insert the CF-Card with the PIN-connectors (perforated side) to the front into the CF-Card slot 
on the back of the device, as far as you can feel a resistance. Please note that the CF-Card is 
pushed in fi rmly (in the right position). The BUP is now able to distinguish the CF-Card.  

 Note!  The CF-Card sticks about 1cm out of the BUP! If it sticks out more, the card is inserted 
in the wrong direction or not deep enough. Take the card out and insert it reversed.

3.2 Connecting the Power Cable and Activating the BUP

The BUP can be used both, with battery (rechargeable) or connected to the power supply system. 

 Caution!  For security reasons, only use the BUP power supply unit of the MediTECH delivery 
program – It is not identical with the power supply unit of the MediTECH Lateral-Trainer!

 Procedure:

1. Be aware that the toggle switch ON/OFF is put into the OFF 
position (back of the device).

2. Push the small 12 V plug of the power supply unit into the 
black socket of the BUP.

3. Push the power plug into a conventional 230 V socket.

  Note!  Avoid in any case that the power plug is pulled out of 
the socket while the device is working! The BUP re-
starts automatically and all unsaved data will be lost. Al-
so avoid changing between mains and battery operati-
on, while the device is switched on.
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3.3 Connecting the Headphones

If you would like to perform auditory test and training cycles, headphones have to be connected to 
the device. This is valid for almost all cycles – exception: Testing the visual order threshold (BrainBoy 
visual), visual-motor coordination (SyncBoy – only visual) and the visual capacity of reaction (Speed-
Boy – only visual).

 Caution!  For security reasons, exclusively use the MediTECH stereo headphones, e.g. the mo-
dels MT-70, MT 301 or subsequent models.

 Note!  Walkman headphones like the MT-HS-16 are not suitable for the work with the BUP – 
no matter if you use an adapter or not.

• Push the plug of the headphones into the 6.35 mm phone jack (middle socket on the front of the 
BUP). Be aware, that the plug has to be pushed in completely and be locked.

When you put on the headphones, you have to make 
sure that they are true sided. The small R  on the head-
phones’ earpiece has to be at the right ear, the small L 
at the left ear.

As a supervisor you can listen simultaneously if you 
double the earphone output by using a multiple outlet 
device (Art.-No. 8315).

 Note!  The outer sockets are designed for external answer buttons (e.g. hand pushbuttons). 
Thus auditory signals cannot be expected. 

3.4 Connecting the External Hand Pushbuttons

The external hand pushbuttons are helpful when you work with children. With the hand pushbuttons 
the children are able to give their answers in a more relaxed way, apart from the device.

 Caution!   For security reasons, exclusively use the external hand pushbuttons that are part of  
 the MediTECH delivery program.

1. Push the plug of the hand pushbutton with  
the black button into the left port. 

2. Push the plug of the hand pushbutton with   
the white button into the right port.

 Note!  The middle of the three connectors is meant for the headphones. If you connect the 
hand pushbutton to this port, no reaction will be caused.
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Using the Structure of the Operation Menu

4 Using the Structure of the Operation Menu

BUP program / menu structure

Main Menu (6)
Client
Task
Setup
Start!
Results
Options

Client (5)
Select
Change
New
Delete
Results

Task (8)
BrainB-V
BrainB-A
ClickBoy
SoundBoy
SyncBoy
SpeedBoy
TriplBoy
LongBoy

Setupmenu (6)
Level
Select
Change
Load template
Save template
Delete template

Results menu (2)
Show

Delete

Starts the selected 
task

Options (12)
Volumes

Headphones
Speech output
Task names
Confi rmation
Status

Set Time
Set Date
Display Setting

Format CF-Card
Self-Update
Firmware-Vers.

LastName:
Please enter initial 
– continue with the 
END key. 

Change/Load Client
Name xxx
First xxx
b-day xx.xx.xx

Change for: 
current task

all tasks
All Norm tests
All tests
All trainings
All individ.
task ...

Task/Praise/Confi rmation

Normtest xx

Training  xx
Test  xx
SelfDef.  xx

Set time / Set date

xx:xx:xx

Display menu
Contrast
Backgroundlight

Screensaver

All Data will be erase! 
Continue? 

BUP Update: 
Current Firmware to 

be updated 

Volume
Total volume
Signal volume

LastName:
I ...

FirstName:
I ...

birthday:
xx.xx.xxxx
TT.MM.JJ

Adjust Setup
Streak
Add.Settings
Tot.Vol
SignVol
...

Results menu:
Show
Delete

Show / Del. results:
BB-V-100103_1
Sync-100103_5
...

Choose Setup
Other ...
Template ...
Norm
Training
Test

Switch to Individual 
Setup...

Sel. Template
Setup1.stp
Setupx.stp

1st menu level 2nd menu level 3rd menu level 4th menu level

... ...

Type in fi lename

Speech output
Task names
Praise
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Using the Operation Menu

In this chapter you will get to know the structure of the operation menu and experience how to use it 
to control and operate the Brain-Boy® Universal Professional (BUP). 

Main menu (1st menu level)

The main menu is the central operation level of the BUP. From here you can 
reach the subordinated levels of the menu structure.

The main menu appears on the display after every restart of the device, after 
the BUP has displayed its name and the current version number of the pro-
gram.

Moreover, it appears after completed operations like the input of clients or 
after saving test or training results.

 Procedure:

1. Move the small arrow in the display up with  and down with . 

2. When you achieved the desired option continue reading the manual at the corresponding chap-
ter. Therefor the titlse help you in fi nding the correct option on the following pages. 

  Content and Meaning of the Existing Options:

Client:  Here you can create or select the client with whom you want to 
perform a test or training cycle. His data will be saved here.  

Task: Here you select the desired task for the next test and training 
cycle.

Setup: Here you can defi ne whether the cycle shall be a norm test, test 
or training cycle. You also can create own setups.

Start! Here you can start the task you have chosen. After only a few 
seconds, the new cycle will begin.

Results Here you can access and manage the results you have already 
acquired of a client.

Options Here you can perform particular, rarely used functions that neit-
her are directly related to single clients nor to cycles. You can 
e.g. change the type of headphones or update the software.

Main menu

BUP-Display:

Main menu  (6)
Client
Task
Setup
Start!
Results
Options

BUP-Display:

Main menu  (6)
Client
Task
Setup
Start!
Results
Options
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2nd Level Menus

In the main menu you moved the arrow in front of a sub menu. Thereby you marked it. Now you 
can start it. Therefor follow the steps in the following chapters. You‘ll get information how to use it 
correctly. 

Main Menu ► Client

This menu contains the menus to manage the data referring to client. 

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to start the menu. 

2. Move the little arrow up with  and down with  upto the option you want to choose. You can 
read more in the corresponding chapter. 

  Content and Meaning of the Existing Options:

Select: Select an already existing client. The results of the following test 
of training cycles will be allocated to this client. 

Change: You edit the data that refers to the client. This includes 
- editing the name (e.g. when the client changes his name)
- correction of the age

New:  You create a new client. 

Delete: You delete the client’s data. Both the client’s data and the saved 
results will be deleted. If you just want to delete single results but 
keep the client’s data, choose Main menu ► Client ► Results 
► Delete. Alternatively you can delete the results in the Medi-
TOOLs program. 

Results: You get a list that includes all results that were saved for this 
client. You can view and/or delete them separately.

 Note! Please observe: All changes made in this submenu directly affect the data of the client. 
Particularly Delete erases all data that has been saved for a client. So please take care 
using these menus.

Client

BUP-Display:

Client          (5)
Select
Change
New
Delete
Results
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Main menu ► Client ► New

The display shows the menu where you can enter the surname, the fi rstname and the age. In the 
display the small arrow marks „New“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Client“.

 Procedure:

1. Press . Thereby you start the Main menu ► Client ► New. 

2. Press  again. Thereby you open the editing screen for the name. In 
the display the cursor fl ashes in the second line. 

3. Enter the client‘s surname letter by letter. Therefor look about the black 
letters at the right side of the keys. e.g.

A: Press key „ABC2“ once Note: This is also valid for the 
keys 3 to 0.

Hinweis: The text input 
function is comparable 
to the SMS-function of  
standard mobile

B: Press key „ABC2“ twice

C: Press key „ABC2“ three times

2: Press key „ABC2“ four times

Space: Press key „1“ once.

Backspace: Press the combination   
(delete the last letter)

– (Hyphen) Press key „.+-_0“ three times

Move to 
letters without 
deleting

Press combination  (back) 
or  (forward)

 Proceed in the same way for the other letters.

 Please consider that you have to enter at least three characters (letters or numbers). 

Finishing the entry of the surname: 

4. Press  to fi nish the text input. You get back to  
Main menu ► Client ► New ► Change Client. 

Next input: First name of the client: 

5. Press  to mark the input menu for the FIRST NAME

6.  Press  to open it. 

7. Enter the client‘s fi rst name letter by letter. Proceed in the same way as when entering the surna-
me. 

8. Press  to fi nish the text input. You get back to 
 Main menu ► Client ► New ► Change Client.

Next input: Date of birth (of the client):

9. Press  and then . The cursor starts fl ashing at the position Birthday. 

10. Use the number keys to enter the client’s date of birth (in German order: day, month, year). For 
this purpose the program automatically switches to the input of numbers (NUM) so that you only 
have to press the corresponding key once to enter a number. 

 Note! Senceless dates like 30/02/2004 won’t be accepted. 

11. Press  to fi nish the input of the date of birth. You get back to 
 Main menu ► Client ► New ► Change Client.

Finish entering the new client:

12. Press  to save the entered data on the CF-Card. The green diode in the top area of the BUP 
(OK-LED) fl ares up repeatedly when data is being saved. You get back to the main menu. The 
client you just inserted will be shown behind „client“.

BUP-Display:

Change Client: 
Name   
First    
b-day

Client
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Main menu ► Client ► Select

The display shows the selection menu where you can select a client that is already entered. The 
client will be allocated to the next test or training cycle. In the display the small arrow marks Select 
in the menu Main Menu ► Client. 

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start Main menu ► Client ► Select.  

2. Enter the fi rst letter of the client’s surname with the letter keys to select the 
desired client. Example:

 You are looking for the client John Smith. Press the key MNO6 shortly three 
times until the letter „S“ for Smith with the specifi cation „Please enter initial - con-
tinue with the END key“ is displayed.

3. Press . The small arrow in the display will jump to the fi rst    
name with the desired fi rst letter. 

4.  Use  – if necessary – to move the small arrow up to the client you would like to select.

5. Press  to select the client. This selection takes you back to the main menu.

Main menu ► Client ► Change

In this menu you can change the data of the actually chose client – if necessary.  In the display the 
small arrow marks „Change“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Client“ 

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start „Main menu ► Client ► Change“. In the display all client‘s data will be 
shown.  

2. Use  to move the small arrow up to the option you would like to change. Press 

 to enter the input menu.  

3. Change the fi elds you would like to change. Therefor you can use the letters, 
numbers and the navigation functions:

  You skip one letter to the right without deleting it. 

  You skip one letter to the left without deleting it.

  You delete the letter in front of the fl ashing cursor. 

4. Press  to exit the text input. The new data will be saved on the CF-Card. The green diode in 
the top part of the BUP fl ares up a few times when data is being saved. If necessary correct other 
data in the same way.

5.  Press  to get back to the main menu.  

BUP-Display:

LastName:  ABC 
**Please enter ini 
█

BUP-Display:

Change Client: 
Name  xxxx
First     xxxxx
b-day   02.10.95 
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Main menu ► Client ► Delete

In this menu you can delete existing client‘s data. In the display the small arrow marks Delete in the 
menu Main Menu ► Client.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start „Main menu ► Client ► Delete“.   

2. Choose the desired client like described in the menu Main menu ► Client ► Select. 

 Note!  Please observe that you can irrevocably delete all client’s data on the CF-Card if you 
delete a client. Handle this function with care. If you want to delete just the results use 
Main menu ► Client ► Results ► Delete.

Therefore the program asks you once more if you really want to delete the selected client.

3. Depending of you aim press: 

 key 4 ( ) for NO to keep the client on the CF-Card. 

 key 6 ( ) for Yes to delete the client from the CF-Card. 

This input takes you back to the main menu. 

Main menu ► Client ► Results

In this menu you can regard and / or delete the results of client‘s data who is 
just selected. In the display the small arrow marks Results in the menu Main Menu ► Client.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start Main menu ► Client ► Results. 

2. Move with  the small arrow up to the option you want to use. 

Main menu ► Client ► Results ► Show

In the display the small arrow marks Show in the menu Main Menu ► Client 
► Results.

1. Press . A list of all results concerning the selected client will be 
shown. 

2.  Move the small arrow up to the result you want to see. Use  and .

3. Press . Thereby the desired result will be shown. 

 In the display you will fi nd information like start value, end value, minimal and maximal values 

and some statistic data. Observe them step by step with the help of  and .  

4.  Press . You get back to Main menu ► Client ► Results.

Main menu ► Client ► Results ► Delete

In the display the small arrow marks Delete in the menu Main Menu ► Client ► Results.

1. Press  to start the deleting menu. A list of all results concerning the selected client will be 
shown. You can delete them result by result. 

2.  Move the small arrow up to the result you want to delete. Use  and .

3. Press . The BUP asks you once more if you really want to delete the selected result.

4. Depending of you aim press: 

 key 4 ( ) for NO to keep the selected result. 

 key 6 ( ) for Yes to delete the selected result.

Thereby you delete the selected result irrevucably. You get back to Main menu ► Client ► Re-
sults.

Client

BUP-Display:

Xxx,Xxx
incl. erase 
results?
4: No          6: Yes

BUP-Display:

Result menu 
Show
Delete
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Main menu ► Task

This menu contains the selection of all tasks. Depending on the sets in Main menu ► Options ► 
Tasktitle the BUP shows the names like the Brain-Boy® Universal or the Audio-Trainers 3000. In this 
chapter you‘ll get to know how to choose the several tasks. You will get to know how to use the tasks 
in chapter Main menu ► Start!

 Procedure:

Fast choice: Task:

Press  or  to select a task.  

Normal choice:

1.  Press  to start. 

2. Move the small arrow up to the task you want to practice. Use  and  to mark the desired 
task.

3. Press  to get back to the main menu. 

  Content and Meaning of the Existing Tasks:

BrainB-v.: Visual order threshold:

 The ability of all well-seeing persons to put two rapidly 
succeeding visual stimuli in order.

BrainB-a.: Auditory order threshold:

 The ability of all well-hearing persons to put two rapidly 
succeeding auditory stimuli in order.

ClickBoy: Directional hearing = auditory ability to locate a signal:

 The ability of all well-hearing persons to exactly locate the 
change of position of an acoustic source (down to some 
degrees of angle).

SoundBoy: Ability of pitch distinction:

 The ability of all well-hearing persons to perceive the ra-
pid change of pitch between two succeeding sounds.

SyncBoy: Synchronized Finger-Tapping = auditory to motor transfer:

 The ability to synchronously tap with the corresponding 
fi nger (right/left) hearing a sequence of alternating right-
left clicks.

SpeedBoy: Choice-Reaction-Time:

 The ability to rapidly and unerringly react motorly to the 
choice of different possibilities. 

TripleBoy: Ability to distinguish sounds:

 The ability of all well-hearing persons to distinguish simi-
lar sounds from each other while the pitch of the sound is 
decisive.

LongBoy: Ability to distinguish sounds:

 The ability of all well-hearing persons to distinguish simi-
lar sounds from each other while the length of the sound 
is decisive.

Übung

BUP-Display:

Selected Task name: BBU

Task (8)
BrainB-V
BrainB-A
ClickBoy
SoundBoy
SyncBoy
SpeedBoy
TriplBoy
LongBoy

BUP-Display:

Selected Task name: AT

Task (8)
Order-v
Order-a
Bearing
Pitch
Rhythm
Reaction
Sequence

Duration
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Main menu ► Setup

This menu allows you to create, edit and manage setups. Setups are self-made test and training 
cycles. This enables you to defi ne the conditions of the cycles for a single clients or a client group.

In the display the small arrow marks Setup in the Main Menu.

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to start. 

2. Move the small arrow up to the option you want to select. Use  and .

3. Follow the steps described in the chapter of the desired option. You‘ll fi nd them on the following 
pages. 

    Content and Meaning of the Existing Options:

Level Here you can select the level of diffi culty (start value) for 
the test and training cycles. As the norm tests are perfor-
med with the same settings as the norm data acquisition 
study, the start values for the norm test are given. 

Select A submenu will open where you can choose between gi-
ven standard setups (for norm tests, tests and trainings) 
and the setup that you last used for this client and task. 
The selected setup can be used for the following test or 
training cycle or changed with Change. 

Change Here you can edit the selected setup by changing the pa-
rameters of the setting. Using the option Change almost 
all settings can be adapted to the needs of single client or 
client groups. If you change a setup it will be buffered for 
the client and will be available for further test and training 
cycles with him. This menu also allows you to view the 
setup parameters. 

Load template  The current setup will be replaced by a globally saved or a 
norm test setup. The corresponding list with all global and 
the norm test setup for the current task appears.

Save template The setup will temporarily be saved for the current client. 
If you like to use them for training cycles with other clients, 
you will have to save them globally.

Delete template If globally saved setups are not required you can delete 
them each by each in this menu.

 

BUP-Display:

Setupmenu    (6)
Level
Select
Change
Load template
Save template
Delete template

Setup
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Main menu ► Setup ► Level

On the basis of experienced data setups has been defi ned for the test and training cycles that are 
proper default/start values. Depending on the ability of the client you can defi ne a level that consti-
tutes the start value of the cycle. The display always shows the level number and the corresponding 
start value. In the display the small arrow marks „Level“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Setup“.

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to open the menu. The actually chosen level will bordered by two squared brackets. 
Example: <4> means that the forth level is selected actually.  

2. Now you can change the level. 

– Press  The exercises will become easier (the level number decreases and the start value 
increases). 

–  Press   The exercises will become more diffi cult (the level number increases and the start 
value decreases).

Which start values correspond to the level numbers are shown in the table below. There you can 
also see which level corresponds to which start value of the training devices Brain-Boy® Univer-
sal and Audio-Trainer AT-3000. 

3.  Press  to confi rm the choice. The next task with this setup will use the defi ned level.  

 Note! If the setup „Norm“ is selected the level and therefore the start value are set. This is 
shown in the display through Level: None. The start value corresponds to the settings 
that were defi ned at the norm data acquisition study.

BrainB-v and BrainB-a  Order-v and Order-a

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Start 1500 1200 100 800 400 280 200 140 100 50
at BBU/AT 0 1 2 3

ClickBoy  Bearing

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Start 1000 750 500 360 280 240 180 140 100 75
at BBU/AT 1 2 3

SoundBoy  Pitch

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Start 88 76 64 52 40 30 20 14 9 6
at BBU/AT 1 2 3

Sync-Boy  Rhythm 

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Start 1350 1100 900 750 600 500 400 300 250 200
at BBU/AT 1 2 3

SpeedBoy  Reaction

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ISI 400 400 400 400 400 300 200 120 100 80
Length 180 160 140 120 100 80 70 60 50 40
at BBU/AT 1 2

TriplBoy and Long-Boy  Sequence and Duration

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Start 1500 1200 1000 800 400 280 200 140 100 50
at BBU/AT 0 1 2 3

In this table you will fi nd the BBU-task names on the left and the AT-3000 task-names on the right. 
This option you can change in the menu Main menu ► Options ► Task names according to the 
age of your client. 
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Main menu ► Setup ► Select

In the display the small arrow marks Select“ in the menu Main Menu ► Setup.

 Procedure:

Fast choice: preset setups:

1. Press  to return to the main menu. 

2. Press  or  up to the name of the setup you want to choose. 

Advanced Choice

1.  Press  to open the menu Select. 

2.  Move the small arrow up to the setup you want to select. Use  and .

3. Press  to confi rm the choice. You get back to Main menu ► Setup ► Select. 

4.  If you want to edit the setup follow the steps described at Main menu ► Setup ► Change.

    Content and Meaning of the Existing Options:

Normtest Here you perform a test cycle with predefi ned test criteria. The-
se criteria were used during extensive norm data acquisition. 
Thus the results of this kind of test are comparable to the re-
sults of the study.

 A norm test should be performed during the fi rst test session to 
acquire the client’s abilities. To ensure the client’s concentrati-
on he will be praised for each correct answer.

             Note!  Only the results of the norm test will automatically be 
displayed and compared to the results of the data ac-
quisition study

Test Here you select one of the different test cycles with different 
start values or levels of diffi culty. In contrast to the norm tests 
(look above) the tests are no standardized test cycles. Also 
only one sensory channel will be stimulated: The auditory tasks 
output auditory stimuli, the BrainBoy visual generates fl ashes.

Example: The BrainBoy auditory outputs two very short noise 
bursts. The client has to decide which burst has primari-
ly been audible.

Training Here you can select the different training cycles with distinct 
levels of diffi culty. In contrast to the test the sensory channel 
that has to be trained (mostly the auditory channel) is specifi -
cally supported by stimuli of another sensory channel (visual 
stimuli).

Example: The BrainBoy supports the two very short noise bursts 
by a helping fl ash. It is proved that this kind of support 
leads to a signifi cant trainings effect.  

Eigenes Here you can change the settings of the cycle for the client in-
dividually. Such a freely adaptable setup is available for every 
task. The settings that can be changed are described in chap-
ter Main menu ► Setup ► Change.

Setup

BUP-Display:

Choose Setup 
SelfDef.
Norm
Training
Test
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Main menu ► Setup ► Change

This menu enables you to individually adapt the selected setup to the abilities and needs of the client. 
In the display the small arrow marks „Change“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Setup“.

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to start the menu „Change“.  
When you chose the presetted setups Normtest, Test or Training, the following text will be 
shown in the display: „Switch to individual setup...“. Your decision: 

–  Press key 4 ( ). Then you cannot change anything. You get back to „Main menu ► Setup“. 
Thereby this step is finished. 

–   Press key 6 ( ) in order to built an own setup with individual settings. You will see a list of 
the actual setup parameters in the display. 

2.  Move the small arrow up to the parameter you want to select. Use  and . 

3. Press  to start the desired parameter.  

 Depending on the parameter you will see:

• a fl ashing cursor where you can directly enter a value using the number keys.

• a value in squared brackets. Use  and  to select an other value or an other option. 

• a new selection menu where you can change the settings. 

4. Press  to confi rm you change. You get back to „Main menu ► Setups ► Change“. 

    Content and Meaning of the Existing Setups:

Streak: Depending on the selected task you can choose between dif-
ferent functions that are available for the cycles.(Options: Log-
App, Suk-App, Random, Linear). 

•  Log-App:(Quasi) logarithmic approximation. Initially larger later 
subtle jumps will be performed to acquire the fi nal va-
lue as fast and accurate as possible.

• Random: The BUP accidentally determines how diffi cult the suc-
ceeding stimulus / sequence of stimuli of the cycle will 
be. During the task all stimuli within defi ned borders/li-

mits will be provided. 

• Suk-App: (successive approximation) The fi nal value will be ac-
quired through specifi c increasing and decreasing of 

the exercise’s level of diffi culty. 

• Linear: Here jumps in the change of level of diffi culty of the 
sequence are constant.

* depending on the selected task or the sequence some parameters can’t be set and therefor are not available.

** The aim of some tasks is to distinguish pitches. Therefor it is not possible to change the acoustic stimulus of these tasks:

no-sound-tasks are BrainB-a / order-a, ClickBoy / Bearing, SyncBoy / Rhythm, LongBoy / Duration
 sound-tasks are SoundBoy / Pitch, SpeedBoy / Reaction, TriplBoy / Sequence

*** ISI - Interstimulus-Intervall: Period of time between two stimuli. The aim of tasks in which the ISI changes is to achieve an 

ISI as low as possible: e.g. BrainBoy, ClickBoy, TriplBoy

BUP-Display (Example):

Adjust Setup 
Streak xxx
►Add.Settings
Tot.Vol
SignVol
Tone
Item
Number
Time
DelayT.
Confirm
Praise
Learn
Repeat
NumRep
Sidestp

Setup
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Add settings:  Depending on the selected sequence you are able to set further options. Details are 
shown in the following table.

Name Meaning Log-App Suk-App Random Linear

Start First value in a task 
(comparable to the level of diffi culty)

yes yes no yes

Max 
value

Upper ISI***-border - 
highest achievable value in the task

no no yes no

Min 
value

Lower ISI***-border - 
highest achievable value in the task

yes yes yes yes

Pattern Raster within which the values are put out 
(low number = narrow raster) 

no no yes no

Stim./ISI Raster according to the 
inter-stimulus-intervall

no yes yes no

Number Number of repetitions of the random 
generator

no no no no

S-Width Specifi cation: How much the ISI changes 
after an answer. 

no no no yes

Back Specifi cation: How many steps the task 
has to get easier when the answer was 
incorrect. 

yes no no yes

Max 
Error

Specifi cation: How many answers can be 
wrong before the tasks will be stopped. 
Not possible for Sync-Boy / Rhythm and 
SpeedBoy / Reaction

yes yes yes yes

 Especially „Random“ requires reasonable settings. 

Tot.Vol: (Total Volume) Here you can adapt the volume. This possibility is specially meant for cli-
ents who are impaired in hearing or sensitive to noise. The signals and the speech will be 
affected. Area: from -9dB up to +6dB

Sig.lt: (Signal Volume) Here the volume of signals like tones and clicks will be affected. 
Area: from -6dB up to +6dB

Tone  At non-sound-tasks** you can choose between several acoustical signals: 

• Click short click noise (5ms-rectangel signal)

• Bursts  short burst noise that contains all audible frequencies 

• Sweep  very short sound and burst loop

Note: The sound tasks** have a predefi ned tone. 

Item* Here you defi ne for which sensory channel the stimuli shall be provided: 

• auditory...  If merely the auditory (i.e. audible) stimuli shall be provided. Standard set-
ting for all test and training cycles (except BrainBoy visual).

• aud/vis ... If auditory and visual stimuli shall be provided. Default setting for training 
cycles. This is the support for the provided stimuli that is helpful for training. 
Please consider this support when you evaluate the results.

• visual ...  If merely the visual (i.e. visible) stimuli shall be provided. Default setting for 
the BrainBoy visual, additional way to test the capacity of reaction (Speed-
Boy) and the visual-motor coordination (SyncBoy)

Options: auditory / aud/vis / visual

Number* Here you can limit the number of stimuli that have to be attained for the automatic stop of 
the task. This setting can be reasonable for clients that have little power of concentration. 
In these cases a possibly good result would be negatively falsifi ed if you test for a longer 
period.

 Options:  Choice out of 10-250 – recommendation: 40 stimuli

Time*  Here you can limit the test and training period (Options: Choice out of 60-600 sec.). A 
period of max three minutes (180 sec.) is best.

DelayT. (for delay time) Here you defi ne how much time shall pass between the release of the 
answer button and the next stimulus. A certain delay enables the client to concentrate on 
the next task.

Setup
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Confi rm*  (for confi rmation) Here you defi ne if the green OK-LED shall fl ash after a correct answer / 
if the client shall get to know if his answer was correct. For some clients the confi rmation 
is important to get. Some clients are unsettled and distracted because of this information. 
So you have to decide according to your client if you shall use this confi rmation. (options: 
on / off) Not available at SpeedBoy / Reaction

Praise*  Here you defi ne whether the client will hear praise like „okay“,„yes“, „good“ through the 
headphones and reads them on the display when he answered correctly. For some clients 
a confi rmation is important to get an orientation and increase the motivation. Other clients 
get unsettled and distracted. Decide from client to client whether you want to use this 
function (Options: visual / audit. / vis/aud / off). Not available for SyncBoy / Rhythm and 
SpeedBoy / Reaction.

 Tip: „vis/aud“ if you work with children (at least at the beginning).“ Visual or Off“ if you work 
with adults.

Hits* (exclusively SyncBoy) Here you can defi ne how frequently the time display of the current 
ISI has to be met so that the task get more diffi cult. (Options: 1 up to 10)

Learn  With this function the client is able to get to know the selected task while the supervisor 
can check whether the principle of the respective task has been understood and the outer 
conditions (headphones put on correctly) are given. The client can make any number of 
mistakes without the task being discontinued. (Options: on/off)

Repeat  This function enables the client to repeat a stimulus. This is particularly helpful if the client 
is inattentive or sudden external disturbances (likes phone ringing) occur. However this 
option makes cheating possible. Decide from client to client whether you want to use this 
function. (Options: on/off)

 Tip: Activate this function for the fi rst cycle of a client, so he is able to get to learn the 
task.

NumRep  (Number of repetitions) Here you limit the number of repetitions  
(Options: off, 1, 2, …, 10,  (for unlimited))

Sidestp*  (Sidesteps - not available for Sync-Boy) Here you defi ne the maximum of how often the 
same stimuli may be repeated successively. Hereby you infl uence on the random ge-
nerator slightly.          
(Options: off, 2,…, 10, unlimited)

 Tip: Do not mention this setting to the client to avoid the risk that he/she possibly tries to 
count, gets distracted or would have no help at all.

 Note!  If you have special questions about the settings, please do not hesitate to contact 
MediTECH or their licensed distributors. 

Setup
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Main menu ► Setup ► Load template

This menu enables you to replace the currently selected menu by a globally saved template setup. 
The current setting will be overwritten. Template setups are the setups that are already installed 
on the device at the time of delivery or those that you defi ne. In the display the small arrow marks 
Load template in the menu Main Menu ► Setup.

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to open the menu Load template. You will see a list of the saved setup templates for 
this task. 

2.  Move the small arrow up to the template you want to use. Use  and .

Other ...  one actual setup that is in use with an other client for this task. Press . Select 
that client like described in chapter Main menu ► Client ► Select. The BUP asu-
mes his setup for the actual client.

Template ...  If you already saved templates for this task, they will be listed up here. Press  

Choose the template that you want to use with . If 
you did not save a template for this task up to now you 
will get the information: „No Setup-template existing“.

Norm ...  The BUP will assume the settings of the norm test 
template. 

Training ... The BUP will assume the settings of the training temp-
late.

Test ... The BUP will assume the settings of the test template.

 Note! By using this function you replace the chosen options of the actual setup and all the 
not-saved changings of parameters therewith. If you want to save them you should stop 

now: Therefor press  and follow the steps described in chapter Main menu ► Setup 
► Save template.  

3. Press  to choose the selected template and replace the actual settings. You get back to 
„Main menu ► Setup“. The chosen template will be available for the next cycle. 

Main menu ► Setup ► Save template

This menu enables you to save the changes in the setup globally. This means that all changes that 
you made in the menu Main menu ► Setup ► Change will be saved and applicable for all clients. In 
the display the small arrow marks „Save template“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Setup“.

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to open the menu „Save template“.  

2. Enter a name for the new template like described in chapter Main menu ► Client ► New with the 
help of the letter keys. 

  Tip: Use a name that tells you something about the content of the 
setup. That facilitates the allocation of the setup.  

3. Press  to confi rm the name and to save the settings as a template. 
If the name already exists you can edit it like described in chapter Main 
menu ► Client ► Change. 

You get back to „Main menu ► Setup“. 

Setup

BUP-Display:

Type in         ABC 
fi lename:
█

BUP-Display: (Example)

Sel. Template
 Rand-easy.stp
 Rand 100-50.stp
 LogApp-quick.stp
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Main menu ► Setup ► Delete template

Use this menu to delete the globally saved setups each by each. Deleting all globally saved setups 
has deliberately been made impossible!

If you delete setups, more space will be available on the CF-Card. By deleting templates you shorten 
the list that contains all available setups and make it easier to fi nd a desired template.

 Note!  Please be careful using this function since globally deleted template setups are not 
available for test and training cycles any more. Before deleting you therefor will be as-
ked if you really want to delete the setup. 

In the display the small arrow marks Delete Template in the menu Main Menu ► Setup.

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to open the menu „Delete template“. A list of all setup-template will be shown.  

2.  Move the small arrow up to the template you want to delete. Use  and .

3. Press  to select the template. 

You will be asked if you really want to delete the setup. 

4. Depending of you aim press: 

 key 4 ( ) for NO to keep the template. 

 key 6 ( ) for Yes to delete the template. 

When you delete the setup, the green LED in the top part of the device fl ares up several times. This 
tells you that the BUP is saving information on the CF-Card or in this case is deleting data.

You get back to Main menu ► Setup.

Setup

BUP-Display: (Example)

Sel. Template
 Rand-easy.stp
 Rand 100-50.stp
 LogApp-quick.stp
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Main menu ► Start!

If you have conducted all settings according to the previous chapters you can start the desired task  
with the selected setup using the third menu in the main menu and allocate the results to the speci-
fi ed client.

General hints that are important for the cycle and may help you:

Operating/control – this is valid for all tasks: 

1.  Perform the tasks in a quiet environment. Disturbing noises like noises from the street, knocking 
on the door or conversation in the direct vicinity should - if possible - be avoided. All these factors 
could lead to an unfavorable falsifi cation of the results.

2.  Present a choice of headphones to your clients so that they can choose „their“ headphones and 
will be more motivated to follow the cycle.

 Note! Specify the selected headphones in the menu „Main menu ► Options ► Headphones“ 
to ensure a balanced signal output.

3. Please ensure that the client is - at least during the norm tests - concentrated.

4. In the fi rst few months, the client should just show the answers by raising the hand, e.g. (Brain-
Boy, ClickBoy, SoundBoy, TriplBoy and LongBoy). Later, the client might answer using the ex-
ternal hand pushbuttons. This ensures a relaxed posture. If the client against one’s expectations 
does not like this kind of control, he naturally can control the BUP using the buttons 4 and 6.

Fixation cross – for all visual and auditory-visual tasks: 

Between the two red diodes (above the display) a black and white colored fi xation cross is located, 
that helps the client to concentrate on the light fl ashes while playing.

  Prompt the client to look at the cross when the light fl ashes appear. 

Headphones – for all auditory or auditory-visual tasks: 

1.  Push the plug of the headphones fi rmly into the middle socket on the front of the device.

2.  Put on the headphones so that they are accurate to side. The small „R“ has to be at the right side, 
the small „L“ on the left side.

Start!
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End of Task 

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the task cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

... valid for all tasks – except for SyncBoy/Rhythm und SpeedBoy/Reaction: 

b.1  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically: 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved.  
• when you made three mistakes out of a sequence of seven items.   
• when you achieved the uppest or the lowest value that is possible. 

... valid for SyncBoy/Metronom: 

b.2  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically when the presetted time of 
training or minimal value are achieved.

... valid for SpeedBoy/Reaction: 

b.3  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved. 
• when the percentual amount of wrong answers is too high. 

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task:
• Abort (at canceling ahead of time) 
• Max. number of items completed 
• Max. errors exceeded
• MinISI passed
• Time elapsed (xx sec)

1. Press  to confi rm the end of task.

Now you will get an overview of the results of the fi nished cycle.  

Result output – valid for all tasks: 

As soon as a task is fi nished – regardless if you have stopped it manually or it is discontinued auto-
matically – the display shows an evaluation of the performed cycle provided that the minimum num-

ber of answers has been given. If that is not the case „No data analysis“ will be shown in the display. 
The result can be discarded or saved relating to the client. If you save the result you can access 
and/or archive it by transferring it to the program MediTOOLs later.

Start!

BUP-Display: (Example)

-- End of Task -- 
Max. error exceeded

-press Start-
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Main menu ► Start!: Brain-Boy visual  /  Order-v

 
Background of the Task

When you use BrainBoy visual / Order-v you test and train the clock frequency of your brain – the 
so called order threshold – in the visible range. It represents the measure of time for the ability to 
perceive two rapidly succeeding optical sensory stimuli and put them into an order. This ability is very 
important to process short read words. 

During the test you see two short stimuli at the two red light-emitting diodes: A light fl ash can be seen 
at the right and left diode. During the training, the two light fl ashes are supported by one click. 

Aim The long-term aim is to increase the speed with which the brain processes information. 

Main Menu: In the display the small arrow marks „Start“. BrainB-v / Order-v is selected at „Task“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start task BrainB-v / Order-v. 

2. Observe the stimuli, the light fl ashes (and, where applicable, the clicks) carefully - the order is 
decisive!

 Look at fi xation cross between the red light-emitting diodes.

3. Press one of the big keys according to the order of the stimuli: 

Has the fi rst stimulus been the left one? Press  or left hand pushbutton.

Has the fi rst stimulus been the right one? Press  or right hand pushbutton.

 

  If the answer was correct, the device praises you (provided that the praise function is enabled) 
and increases the level of diffi culty for the next pair of stimuli. The stimuli will follow each other 
faster – so watch out!

  If the answer was wrong you get the chance to try once more in an easier level of diffi culty. The 
stimuli will follow each other more slowly. 

The display shows the currently achieved order threshold value in the upper line, as long as you keep 
the answer key pressed.

As soon as you release it, the next pair of stimuli appears. 

 Note! Press , if you would like to see a pair of stimuli once more. For this purpose 
the function „Repeat: On“ in the current menu has to be selected. Please refer to chap-
ter Main menu ► Setup ► Change.

End of Cycle

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

b.  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically: 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved.  
• when you made three mistakes out of a sequence of seven items.   
• when you achieved the uppest or the lowest value that is possible. 
 

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task. Continue reading in chapter: 

Main menu ► Start!: (after the task cycle)

Start!
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Main menu ► Start!: Brain-Boy auditory  /  Order-a

 
Background of the Task

When you use BrainBoy auditory / Order-a you test and train the clock frequency of your brain – the 
so called order threshold – in the audible range. It represents the measure of time for the ability to 
perceive two rapidly succeeding auditory sensory stimuli and put them in order. This ability is very 
important to process audible sounds.

During the test you hear two short stimuli in the headphones: One click from the right side and one 
click from the left side. During the training, the two clicks will be supported by one light fl ash.

Aim:  The long-term aim is to increase the speed with which the brain processes information. 

Main Menu: In the display the small arrow marks „Start“. BrainB-a / Order-a is selected at „Task“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start task BrainB-a / Order-a. 

2. Observe the stimuli, the light clicks (and, where applicable, the fl ashes) carefully - the order is 
decisive!  

3. Press one of the big keys according to the order of the stimuli:  

Has the fi rst stimulus been the left one? Press  or left hand pushbutton.

Has the fi rst stimulus been the right one? Press  or right hand pushbutton.

  If the answer was correct, the device praises you (provided that the praise function is enabled) 
and increases the level of diffi culty for the next pair of stimuli. The stimuli will follow each other 
faster – so watch out!

  If the answer was wrong you get the chance to try once more in an easier level of diffi culty. The 
stimuli will follow each other more slowly

The display shows the currently achieved order threshold value in the upper line, as long as you keep 
the answer key pressed.

As soon as you release it, the next pair of stimuli appears. 

 Note! Press , if you would like to hear a pair of stimuli once more. For this purpose 
the function „Repeat: On“ in the current menu has to be selected. Please refer to chap-

ter Main menu ► Setup ► Change. 

End of Cycle

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the task cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

b.  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically: 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved.  
• when you made three mistakes out of a sequence of seven items.   
• when you achieved the uppest or the lowest value that is possible. 

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task. Continue reading in chapter: 

Main menu ► Start!: (after the task cycle)

Start!
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Main menu ► Start!: ClickBoy  /  Bearing

 
Background of the Task

When you use ClickBoy / Bearing you test and train your ability of directional hearing. This is very 
important to be able to perceive targeted, allocate or ignore sounds and in particular speech from 
different directions.

Using ClickBoy / Bearing you hear two stimuli – really! But it is absolutely normal if you perceive just 
one click. The time difference between the stimuli is so minimal that you are not able to hear it.

A noise in a room is perceived by the ears chronologically separated by time. This situation is copied 
by the ClickBoy / Bearing with two fusing stimuli. The minimal chronological difference is suffi cient for 
the brain to decide from which direction the stimulus came.

Aim:  The aim is to locate auditory stimuli as exactly as possible, without being dependent on visual help.

Main Menu: In the display the small arrow marks „Start“. ClickBoy / Bearing is selected at „Task“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start the task ClickBoy / Bearing. 

2. Observe the stimuli (the clicks) carefully – the laterality is deciding!

3. Press one of the big keys appropriate to the source of the stimuli:

Has the stimulus been on the left? Press  or left hand pushbutton.

Has the stimulus been on the right? Press  or right hand pushbutton.

   If the answer was correct, the device praises you (provided, that the praise function is enabled) 
and increases the level of diffi culty for the next stimulus. The stimulus seems to be closer to the 
middle of the head.

  If the answer was wrong you get the chance to try once more in a lower level of diffi culty. The 
stimulus seems to be further away from the middle of the head.

The display shows the currently achieved order threshold value in the upper line, as long as you keep 
the answer key pressed.

As soon as you release it, the next stimulus will appear.

 Note! Press , if you would like to hear a stimulus once more. For this purpose the 
function „Repeat: On“ in the current menu has to be selected. Please refer to chapter 
Main menu ► Setup ► Change. 

End of Cycle

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the task cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

b.  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically: 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved.  
• when you made three mistakes out of a sequence of seven items.   
• when you achieved the uppest or the lowest value that is possible.  

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task. Continue reading in chapter: 
Main menu ► Start!: (after the task cycle)

Start!
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Main menu ► Start!: SoundBoy  /  Pitch

 
Background of the Task

When you use SoundBoy / Pitch you test and train the ability to distinguish pitches with very little 
pitch difference. This ability is important for speaking, but also to understand speech.

A decisive aspect of speaking is to recognize the word stress/emphasis in a sentence. The most im-
portant requirement for that naturally is to actually be able to distinguish subtile pitch differences.

While speaking stresses at specifi c point of sentences transport „hidden messages“. If you „over-
hear“ these messages, you probably don’t do this intentionally. Frequently these stresses will simply 
not be perceived.

Aim:  The long-term aim is to distinguish the difference between the two close tones as exactly as possible.

Main Menu: In the display the small arrow marks „Start“. SoundBoy / Pitch is selected at „Task“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start the task SoundBoy / Pitch. 

2. Listen to the two sounds and especially observe their order – the lower sound is decisive.

TIP: The sounds are relatively loud compared to the click and burst based tasks – please do not 
get startled/frightened. 

3. Press one of the big keys appropriate to the order of the stimuli:

Has the fi rst sound been the lower one? Press  or left handpush button.

Has the second sound been the lower one? Press  or right handpush button.

   If the answer was correct, the device praises you (provided that the praise function is enabled) 
and increases the level of diffi culty for the next stimulus.

  If the answer was wrong, you get the chance to try once more in a lower level of diffi culty. 

The display shows in the upper line the currently achieved order threshold value, as long as you keep 
the answer key pressed.

As soon as you release it, the next pair of stimuli appears.

 Note! Press , if you would like to hear a pair of stimuli once more. For this purpose 
the function „Repeat; On“ in the current menu has to be selected. Please refer to chap-
ter Main menu ► Setup ► Change. 

End of Cycle

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the task cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

b.  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically: 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved.  
• when you made three mistakes out of a sequence of seven items.   
• when you achieved the uppest or the lowest value that is possible.  

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task. Continue reading in chapter: 
Main menu ► Start!: (after the task cycle)

Start!
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Main menu ► Start!: Sync-Boy  /  Rhythm

 
Background of the Task

When you use SyncBoy / Rhythm, you test and train the ability to process the stimuli that you percei-
ve with your brain as quickly as possible and transfer them into movement.    
Particularly the chronological processing of information is very important for thinking, speaking and 
writing.

Auditory and visual information have to be perceived, taken apart, put into order and evaluated so 
that the brain is able to process them. To be able to react rapidly to information, a fast chronological 
processing of the brain is very important.

During the training you will be provided with left – right – left… stimuli that appear in a regular order. 
Depending on the success the ISI will increase.

Aim:  The aim of the task is to increase the chronological processing of information into movement. 

Main Menu: In the display the small arrow marks „Start“. SyncBoy / Rhythm is selected at „Task“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start the task SyncBoy / Rhythm. 

2. Now observe the stimuli, the clicks and/or the light fl ashes.

3. Press as simultaneously as possible accurate to side one of the following keys when a stimulus 
appears: 

Synchronously press key 4  for the left stimulus (or the left hand pushbutton). 

Synchronously press key 6  for the right stimulus (or the right hand pushbutton).

Tip: To get used to the rhythm, you can leave some pairs of stimuli out and then start pressing 
the keys again. This is also useful if you could not follow the rhythm for a certain time.

  If you exactly press in the same rhythm as the device outputs, the speed of the stimuli will be 
increased.

  If you do not „hit“ the tact exactly enough, the speed won’t increase.

Always adapt your speed of pressing the keys to the given tact. 

The display shows the tact speed you have to reach at the next step.

End of Cycle

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the task cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

b. Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically when the presetted time of 
training or minimal value are achieved.

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task. Continue reading in chapter: 
Main menu ► Start!: (after the task cycle)

Start!
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Main menu ► Start!: SpeedBoy  /  Reaction

 
Background of the Task

When you use SpeedBoy / Reaction, you test and train your auditory reaction time.

In many everyday life situations it is very important to react quickly and specifi cly to different stimuli. 
For example you have to be able to act in a very concentrated way when you are in a dangerous 
situation.

The ability to react to something visible is usually well developed. In contrast to that, it is often diffi cult 
to rapidly react in a specifi c audible situation. Mostly, reactions are hereditary refl exes.

Using this task, you hear two sounds that come from different directions and you have to react to 
them as quickly as possible.

Aim:  The long-term aim is to react quickly and specifi cly to auditory stimuli without being dependent on 
visual help. 

Main Menu: In the display the small arrow marks „Start“. SpeedBoy / Reaction is selected at „Task“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start the task SpeedBoy / Reaction.

2. Observe the laterality of the two sounds – the lower sound is decisive! (Laterality and order). 
Using this task you have to „answer“ to the sounds as quickly as possible, after having heard both 
sounds!

Tip: The sounds are relatively loud compared to the click and burst based tasks – please do not get 
startled/frightened.

3. Press one of the big keys appropriate to the order of the stimuli:

Has the lower stimulus been on the left? Press  or left hand pushbutton.

Has the lower stimulus been on the right? Press  or right hand pushbutton.

  If the answer was correct, the achieved time is displayed.

  If the answer was wrong, the device advices you to try it once more with the next pair of 
sounds.

  If you answer before you heard the second sound, the device advices you to wait until the second 
sound is heard (showing this instruction on the display).

End of Cycle

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the task cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

b. Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved. 
• when the percentual amount of wrong answers is too high. 

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task. Continue reading in chapter: 
Main menu ► Start!: (after the task cycle) 

Start!
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Main menu ► Start!: TriplBoy / Sequence

 
Background of the Task

 When you use TripleBoy / Sequence, you test and train the ability to recognize and name the mini-
mal differences in the frequence of sounds. This ability is particularly important to distinguish certain 
sounds from others.

 For every sound, a specifi c sound pattern exists in your brain. If short sounds differ only minimally 
from others, some people can’t separate them from each other. The more precise a sound pattern 
can be recognized, the better sounds and therefor speech can be understood.

During the training you hear a sequence of three sounds – two equal ones and one different one.

Aim:  The aim is to be able to exactly separate the lower or the upper sound pattern from other sounds.  

Main Menu: In the display the small arrow marks „Start“. TriplBoy / Sequence is selected at „Task“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start the task TriplBoy / Sequence.

2. Exactly listen to the three sounds and observe the order of sounds – the sound that differs from 
the others is decisive!

Tip: The sounds are relatively loud compared to the click and burst based tasks – please do not get 
startled/frightened.

3. Press one of the grey keys appropriate to the order of the sounds: 

Has the fi rst sound been the upper/lower one? Press  or the left hand pushbutton.

Has the second sound been the upper/lower one? Press  and  synchronously or both 
hand pushbuttons synchronously. 

Has the third sound been the upper/lower one? Press  or the right hand pushbutton.

Keys Key 4 Keys 4  + 6  Key 6 

at serie: low – high – high
high – low – low

high – low – high
low – high – low

high – high – low
low – low – high

  If the answer was right, the device praises you (provided that the praise function is enabled)  
 and increases the level of diffi culty for the next stimulus.

  If the answer was wrong, you get the chance to try once more in a lower level of diffi culty. The  
 sounds follow each other more slowly.

The display shows in the upper line the currently achieved order threshold value, as long as you keep 
the answer key pressed.

As soon as you release it, the next pair of stimuli appears.

 Note! Press , if you would like to hear a pair of stimuli once more. For this purpose 
the function „Repeat: On“ in the current menu has to be selected. Please refer to chap-
ter Main menu ► Setup ► Change. 

End of Cycle

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the task cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

b.  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically: 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved.  
• when you made three mistakes out of a sequence of seven items.   
• when you achieved the uppest or the lowest value that is possible.   

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task. Continue reading in chapter: 
Main menu ► Start!: (after the task cycle) 

Start!
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Main menu ► Start!:  Long-Boy  /  Duratrion

 
Background of the Task

When you use LongBoy / Duration, you test and train the ability to recognize and name minimal 
differences in the length of sounds. This ability is particularly important to distinguish certain sounds 
from others.

For every sound, a specifi c sound pattern exists in your brain. If short sounds differ only minimally 
from others, some people can’t separate them from each other. The more precise a sound pattern 
can be recognized the better sounds and therefore speech can be  understood.

During the training you hear a sequence of three sounds – two short and one long one.

Aim:  The long-term aim is to be able to exactly separate long sound patterns from shorter sounds.

Main Menu: In the display the small arrow marks „Start“. LongBoy / Duration is selected at „Task“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start the task LongBoy / Duration.

2. Exactly listen to the three sounds and observe the order of sounds – the sound is decisive that 
differs from the others!

TIP:  The sounds are relatively loud compared to the click and burst based tasks – please do not get 
startled/frightened.

3. Press one of the grey keys appropriate to the order of the sounds: 

Has the fi rst sound been the longer one? Press  or the left hand pushbutton.

Has the second sound been the longer one? Press   and   synchronously or both 
hand pushbuttons synchronously. 

Has the third sound been the longer one? Press  or the right hand pushbutton.

Keys Key 4 Keys 4  + 6  Key 6 

at serie: long – short – short short – long – short short – short – long

  If the answer was right, the device praises you (provided that the praise function is enabled) and 

increases the level of diffi culty for the next stimulus. 

  If the answer was wrong, you get the chance to try once more in a lower level of diffi culty. The  
 sounds follow each other more slowly 

The display shows in the upper line the currently achieved order threshold value, as long as you keep 
the answer key pressed.

As soon as you release it, the next pair of stimuli appears.

 Note! Press , if you would like to hear a pair of stimuli once more. For this purpose 
the function „Repeat: On“ in the current menu has to be selected. Please refer to chap-

ter Main menu ► Setup ► Change. 

End of Cycle

a. Canceling ahead of time – you can stop the task cycle at any time.  

• Press  to stop the task and return to the results.   

b.  Automatic output of the result: The task will be fi nished automatically: 
• when the presetted time of training or the maximal number of items are achieved.  
• when you made three mistakes out of a sequence of seven items.   
• when you achieved the uppest or the lowest value that is possible.  

In the display you will see the cause of the end of task. Continue reading in chapter: 
Main menu ► Start!: (after the task cycle) 

Start!
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Main menu ► Start!: (After the Task Cycle) 

When the task is fi nished the BUP gives you the hint:  – – End of Task! – – and a cause of fi nish. 

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to confi rm the end of task. The display now shows you an overview about the results 
of the task cycle. 

2. Use  and  to move the cursor either up and down to show the single results. 

3. Press  when you want to stop regarding the results. Now you can save the results:  

• Press key 4 ( ) for NO to cancel and not to save the result. 

• Press key 6 ( ) for YES to save the results according to the selected client.

You get back to Main menu.

   Meaning of the result parameter:

Your age xx Y. The actual age of the client.

Reference* xx ms The value at percent rank 50 for this age

Act.Value* xx ms = Best value

conform* xx Y. / 
< xx Y.

This value is a percent rank 50-value for the given age. e.g.: „<20 Y.“ 
means „Your value is normal for clients who are younger than 20 years.“ 

BBU-Level* xx When you work the BrainBoy you can start with the given level. 

Targt.Val* xx ms (Target value) This should be the aim of training 

Startvalue xx ms The task started with this value.

Endvalue xx ms The task ended at this value. It should be as low as possible.

Bestvalue xx ms This is the best value for a correctly given answer. It should be as low as 
possible.

Minvalue xx ms This is the lowest value that was provided by the task. It should be as low 
as possible.

Max value xx ms This is the highest value that was provided for answering by the task.

AvgReac xx ms (Average reaction time): For all answers the client needed xx ms in the 
average

correct xx ms For correct answers the client needed xx ms in the average

Stimuli/
Items left  

xx   Number of provided „left“ answers

Correct xx % This number displays the relative relation of correct to possible „Left“ an-
swers – the value should be as high as possible.

Stimuli / 
Items right 

xx Number of provided „right“ answers

Correct xx % This number displays the relative relation of correct to possible „Right“ 
answers – the value should be as high as possible.

Total Items xx Number of provided answers

Correct xx% This number displays the relative relation of correct to all possible answers 
– the value should be as high as possible.

... specifi cation for middle answers only for TripleBoy/Sequence and LongBoy/Duration

Stimuli 
middle

xx   Number of provided „Middle“ answers 

Correct 
ones

xx % This number displays the relative relation of correct to possible „Middle“ 
answers – the value should be as high as possible.

* just available at cycles with a norm test setup

Start!
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Main menu ► Results            (Same functionality like Main menu ► Client ► Results)

This menu contains all results that have been saved after performing task cycles for the selected 
client. You can observe them and delete them. In the display the small arrow marks „Results“ in the 
„Main Menu“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to open the menu Main menu ► Results.  

2. Move the small arrow up to the option you want to select. Use  and . Continue reading be-
low. 

    Content and Meaning of the Existing Options:

Show: Here a list appears that contains all saved results for a client.You 
can select and display the single results. 

Delete: Here a list appears that contains all saved results that had been 
acquired with a client. You can delete single results. 

Main menu ► Results ► Show

In the display the small arrow marks Show in the menu Main Menu ► Results.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to open the list. The list contains all results that are performed and saved with all 
tasks for the actually selected client. 

2.  Move the small arrow up to the result you want to select. Use  and .

3. Press  to open the desired result. 

 On the display you will get all information about the result like start value, end value, ... and a few 

statistical data. You can regard them with  and .  

4.  Press  to stop and to get back to Main menu ► Results.

Main menu ► Results ► Delete

 Procedure:

1. Press  to open the list. The list contains all results that are performed and saved with all 
tasks for the actually selected client. 

2.  Move the small arrow up to the result you want to delete. Use  and .

3. Press . The BUP asks you once more if you really want to delete the selected result.

4. Depending of you aim press: 

 key 4 ( ) for NO to keep the result. 

 key 6 ( ) for Yes to delete the result. Thereby you delete the selected result irrevucably. 

You get back to Main menu ► Results.

Ergebnisse
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Main menu ► Options 

In this menu you can change the global settings of the operation menu that do not concern to one 
special client. These settings will concern to all client‘s if you did not change individual settings in 
„Self Setup“. The procedure for this is described in chapter Main menu ► Setup ► Change.

In the display the small arrow marks Options in the Main Menu .  

 Procedure:

1. Press  to start the menu Main menu ► Options.  

2.  Move the small arrow up to the option you want to change or observe. Use  and .

3. Continue reading in that chapter in order to get more information about the option and how to use 
and change it. 

   Content and Meaning of the Existing Options:

Volumes:  Here you can change the Volume (Total Volume or Signal Vo-
lume) of the BUP – for the desired tasks (see desciption: Main 
menu ► Options ► Volume)

Headphone Here you tell the BUP what type of headphones you use for the 
task cycle. This specifi cation is particularly important for norm 
tests because the volume settings depend on it.

Speech output Here you can defi ne if the BUP shall tell and/or show the names 
of the tasks and/or the praises.  

 For some clients it is useful, some clients get less concentrated. 
So use this option according to the sum of your clients. 

Task names: Here you can choose if the BUP shall use the names of the tasks 
like the Brain-Boy (SoundBoy, SpeedBoy) or like the Audio-Trai-
ner 3000 (Pitch, Reaction). 

Confi rmation: Here you can defi ne if the green LED above the display shall 
fl ash after a correct answer. This you can select for all four types 
of setups. 

Status Here the BUP calculates the actual capacity of the CF card. 

Set Time  Here you can change the BUP‘s actual time.  

Set Date  Here you can change the BUP‘s actual date (of the operation 
menu). 

Display settings Here you can change the contrast, the background light and the 
settings for the screensaver. 

Format CF-Card  Here you can delete alle data from the CF card: data concerning 
clients, results, self setups, saved fi rmware updates - EVERY-
THING! This option is meant for cards that are meant as additio-
nal cards (e.g. for additional storage)

Self-Update Here you can install a new version of the operation menu (up-
date). These updates will be offered by MediTECH according to 
agreement (e.g. if you concluded the software service contract) 

Firmware-Vers. (Firmware-Version). Here the BUPs will show you the number of 
the actual fi rmware version (operating menu).

Options
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Main menu ► Options ► Volume

In this manu you change the BUP‘s volume individually for special fi elds (see below). In the display 
the small arrow marks „Volume“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Options“.  

 Attention! Change the volumes just step by step and always test them with the client. Otherwise 
they could be too noisy.  

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to open the list of valid options.

2.  Move the arrow to the fi eld you want to change. Use . Available: 
• current task (just the selected cycle)
• all tasks (for every cycle) 
• all Norm tests (for every norm test cycle)
• all tests (for every test cycle)
• all trainings (for every training cycle)
• all Individ.  (for every cycle that was edited and saved in the menu „Setup“)
• Task ... (depending on your choice: for all cycles with the chosen task e.g. Long-Boy / Dura-

tion, SoundBoy / Pitch, and so on)

 Press  to confi rm your choice and to open the next menu. If you chose „Task“ you now have 

to choose the desired task. Therefor move the arrow up to the desired option (use  ) and press 

. 

3. Move up to the option you want to select. Use : 

• Total volumen: You can change the volume of the signals (stimuli) and the speech together. 
The proportion between signals and speech will not be changed here. 

• Signal volume: You just can change the volume of the signals. That meens: sounds, clicks 
and bursts. The proportion between the signals and the speech will be changed here. 

4. Press  to confi rm your choice. Thereby you open a new display. There you can change the 
volume. In the upper line you will fi nd the value you will change. 

• Press  if you want to increase the volume: The numbers will increase. More black spots 
will appear. 

• Press  if you want to decrease the volume: The numbers will decrease. More hyphens will 
appear. 

Stop pressing when the desired value / volume is achieved.

5.  Press  to confi rm and save the input. You will get back to the 
menu Main menu ► Options.

Main menu ► Options ► Headphones

This menu contains a test for the currently used headphones. Using this setting, the volume will be 
adapted to the technical output/performance of the headphones. This adaptation will be performed 
for the headphones MT-70 and MT-301 that are recommended. If you use different headphones 
(which have to be certifi ed in accordance to the Medicine Device Directive) an automatic adaptation 
is not intended.

In the display the small arrow marks „Volume“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Options“.   

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to open the request about the connected headphones. 

2. Press key 4  or 6  to select the connected headphones. 

3.  Press  to get back to Main menu ► Options.

S i g n a l : + x x d B

( G e s : - x x d B )

█ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ - - - - - -

4 : - ( x x ) 6 : +

Options
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Main menu ► Options ► Speech output

In this menu you can defi ne if the BUP shall announce and/or show the task names and/or praises. 
For some clients it is useful, some clients get less concentrated. So use this option according to the 
sum of your clients. In the display the small arrow marks Speech output in the menu Main Menu 
► Options.

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to open the menu to choose the desired option. 

2. Move the small arrow up to the option you want to change. Use  and . Available: 
• Task names (announcement of the selected task name in the headphones)
• Praises (Indication and/or announcement of the praise after a correct answer)

3.  Press  to confi rm your choice. You get to the next menu to choose the fi eld. 

4. Move the small arrow up to the fi eld you want to change. Use  and . Available
• Norm test
• Training
• Test
• Self Setup

5. Press . The actual value will be bordered in squared brackets.  

Change the value with  or  . 

 Depending on your choice at step 2 the following options will be available:

You chose task names: You chose Praises:

You can choose between: You can choose between:

<On> The task names will be announced. <Vis.> The praises just will be shown.

<Off> The task names will not be announced. <Aud.> The praises just will be announced.

<V/A> The praises will be shown and announced.

<Off> No praises will be shown or announced.

 Change the value with  or  . 

6. Press  to confi rm your choice. The squared brackets will disappear. 

7. If you wish you can repeat the steps 2 and the following or 4 and the following to change other 
settings. 

8. Press  after you fi nished the last settings. Thereby you get back to  Main menu ► Options. 

Main menu ► Options ► Task names

Here you choose if the BUP shall use the task names like the Brain-Boy (e.g. BrainB-v, BrainB-a, 
ClickBoy, ...) or like the Audio-Trainer 3000 (Order-v, Order-a, Bearing, ...). In the display the small 
arrow marks Task names“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Options“.

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to open the interrogation about the desired task names. 

2. If you want to change the actual choice:  

Press key 6 ( ) to change the choice. This „tells“ the BUP that it shall switch the names accor-
ding to the other Low-Level training device. 

3. Press key 4 ( ) to confi rm the actual (or just chosen) setting. You get back to „Main menu ► 
Options“.   

Options
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Main menu ►Options ► Confi rmation

Here you can defi ne if the green LED above the display shall fl ash after a correct answer. This you 
can select for all four types of setups. In the display the small arrow marks „Confi rmation“ in the menu 
„Main Menu ► Options“.

 Procedure:

1.  Press .

2. Move the small arrow up to the option you want to change. Use  and . Available: 
• Norm test
• Training 
• Test
• SelfDef (Self defi ned)

3. Press . The actual value will be bordered in squared brackets.  

Change the value with  or . 

You can choose between:

<On>   After a correct answer the LED will fl ash. 

<Off>   After a correct answer the LED will NOT fl ash. 

4. Press  to confi rm your choice. The squared brackets will disappear. 

5. If you wish you can repeat the steps 2 and the following to change other settings. 

6. Press  after you fi nished the last settings. Thereby you get back to Main menu ► Op-
tions. 

Main menu ► Options ► Status

This menu gives you information about the memory on your CF-Card. The mount of the value de-
pends on the saved data, the fi rmware version and of the space of the CF card. We recommend to 
transfer the data regularly to the program MediTOOLs. Otherwise the space will overfl ow and the 
access will slow down the use of the BUP.  

This specifi cation is just an informational service and does not affect the settings of the BUP. In the 
display the small arrow marks „Status“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Options“.

 Procedure: 

1. Press . The BUP will show „Free memory being calculated“. Below the progress is shown in 
percent. This process will take some time – depending on the space of the CF card. 

Note: If the BUP shows „Memory: 15% free“ (or less) you should transfer the data to your computer 
and delete them of the CF card. Then you avoid loss of data and hasten saving processes. 

2.  Press  to get back to Main menu ► Options. 

Main menu ► Options ► Set time

Here you can change the actual time at your BUP. In the display the small arrow marks „Set time“ in 
the menu „Main Menu ► Options“.

 Procedure:

1. Press  to open the enter menu. In the display the actual time appears. 

2. Use the number keys to enter the current time. You can enter numbers at the position where the 
cursor fl ashes. This is just necessary when you travel into an other time zone.  

 Note:  The BUP uses a 24 hour display which is common in Europe. Unrealistic time cannot 
be entered. In consequence, numbers that do not represent a usual system of time will 
not be displayed.

3.  Press  to get back to Main menu ► Options. 

Options
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Main menu ► Options ► Set date

Here you can change the actual date of the operation menu. This is just necessary when you travel 
into an other time zone, in case of hardware problems or when the date is entered wrong.

 Note:  The entered data is the basis for the calculation of the age and the percent rank of the 
clients. It also gives the name to the saved results. Please take care that you always in-
sert (or do not change) the correct data. Afterwards you cannot change the results. 

In the display the small arrow marks „Set date“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Options“. 

 Procedure:

1. Press  to open the enter menu. In the display the actual date appears. 

2. Use the number keys to enter the current date. You can enter numbers at the position where the 
cursor fl ashes.   

 Note:  The BUP uses the DD.MM.YY format for the date:  02.07.04 stands for 2nd of July 2004. 
Impossible dates cannot be entered. In consequence numbers that do not represent a 
usual system of date will not be displayed like 30.2.2004.

3.  Press  to get back to Main menu ► Options.  

Main menu ► Options ► Display Setting

Here you can change the contrast of the letters, the background light and the screensaver. In the 
display the small arrow marks „Display Setting“ in the menu „Main Menu ► Options“. 

 Procedure:

1.  Press  to start the menu. 

2. Move the small arrow up to the option you want to change. Use  and . Available:
• Contrast
• Backgroundlight
• Screensaver - this preserves the screen. When this function is selected and you do not press 

any button for about one minute the screensaver will start. You will see the 
actual date and time in the display. You can return and use the BUP normally 
when you press any key. 

3. Press  . 

► At „Contrast“: In the upper line in the display you will see „Display-Contrast“. Below you will 
fi nd the actual setting. 

 • Press key 4 ( ) to increase the contrast.

 • Press key  6 ( ) to decrease the contrast.

► At „Backgroundlight“: In the upper line in the display you will see „Background light“. Below 
you will fi nd the actual setting.

 • Press key 1 to switch the background light ON. 

 • Press key 3 to switch the background light OFF. 

 For the following two options you have to choose the setting ON:

 • Press key 4 ( ) to decrease the background light .

 • Press key 6 ( ) to increase the background light. 

► At „Screensaver“: In the upper line in the display you will see „Screensaver“. Below you will 
fi nd the actual setting.

 • Press key 1 to switch the screensaver on. 

 • Press key 3 to switch the screensaver off. 

4. After you fi nished the settings press  to confi rm and to save your choice. 

5. If you wish you can repeat the steps 2 and the following to change other settings. 

6. Press  after you fi nished the last settings. Thereby you get back to  Main menu ► Options. 

Options
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Main menu ► Options ► Format CF-Card

Here you can delete all data from the CF card: data concerning clients, results, self setups, saved 
fi rmware updates - EVERYTHING! This option is a solution for cards that are meant as additional 
cards (e.g. for additional storage). In the display the small arrow marks „Format CF-Card“ in the 
menu „Main Menu ► Options“. 

 Attention! You have to use this function very carefully – mainly in your own interest. With this 
function you will delete irretrievably all data from the CF-card.  

 Procedure: 

1. Press . The BUP display will show „All data will be erase! Continue“. Your decision: 

• Press key 4 ( ) for NO to cancel the process. The data will be kept. 

• Press key 6 ( ) for YES to delete irrevocably all the data that is saved. 

When the process has ended you get back to Main menu ► Options.

Main menu ► Options ► Self-Update

Here you can install a new version of the operating menu. These updates you will be sent by 
MediTECH (e.g. if you concluded the software service contract). You have to transfer a fi le from the 
computer to the CF card. Therefor you have to use a card reader. Please also observe chapter 5.2.2  
Firmware Update. In the display the small arrow marks Self-Update in the menu „Main Menu ► 
Options“.

 Procedure: 

1. Press . The BUP display will show „BUP Update: Current Firmware to be updated ...“.  

2. Press . The BUP display will show: „Do not turn off the BUP device! Wait for reboot!“ Your  
decision: 

• Press key 4 ( ) to escape the process. The actual version will be restored.  

• Press key 6 ( ) to install the new fi rmware that is transferred to the CF card. This process 
will take a few seconds.

PLEASE DO NOT TURN OFF THE BUP DURING THIS TIME. 

When the process has ended you get back to Main menu ► Options.

Main menu ► Options ► Firmware-Version

Here the BUPs will show you the number of the actual fi rmware version (operating menu). You will 
need this number in case of technical support according to problems with the operation menu. Maybe 
our technical staff will ask you. This specifi cation is just an informational service and does not affect 
the settings of the BUP. In the display the small arrow marks „Firmware-Vers.“ in the menu „Main 
Menu ► Options“. 

 Procedure: 

1. Press . The BUP display will show you the actual fi rmware version. 

2. Press . Thereby you get back to  Main menu ► Options. 

  

Options
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5 Technique and Maintenance
In this chapter you will fi nd information about technique, help in case of problems or trouble and hints about  
maintenance – all around the Brain-Boy® Universal Professional. 

5.1 Charge battery / Mains operation

The BUP can be used in two ways: connected to the power supply system or battery operated. The 
display always shows a symbol in the upper right corner that shows the current energy status. Below 
you will fi nd the symbols that can be displayed. They have a specifi c meaning and possibly require 
measures/operations. 

Note: Charging the rechargeable battery (= mains operation)

• The fully automatic battery saving recharge control switches off the access to the battery when 
the device is switched off, which avoids that the battery discharge.

• The used battery type (NiMH) prevents the so called MEMORY effect when charging, that is 
typical for conventional battery (e.g. NiCd).

• If you want to switch between battery and mains operation or mains and battery operation, the 
BUP has to be switched off when you plug in or pull out the power plug. Otherwise you risk a 
reset and therefore loss of data.

Symbol Meaning Measure

Battery charged completely! 
(3/3-charged)

no need to act

You can use the BUP without restrictions – 
running time: up to 24 hours.

Battery almost charged  completely! 
(2/3 charged)

no need to act

You can use the BUP without restrictions – 
running time: up to 16 hours.

Battery will be empty soon!
(1/3 charged)

need to act soon

Options: 
• charge the BUP at the power supply system OR – 
• operate the BUP in the mains operation modus

For this purpose: 
1.   Switch off the BUP.
2. Connect the BUP to the power supply system.
3. Switch on the BUP.
Running time: up to 8 hours.

Battery is almost empty! 
(0/3 charged) 

additional short cheep/beep sounds
Displaytext: Battery is low. Please 

recharge.

need to act urgently

1. Stop the current task.
2. Save the data on the CF-Card.
3. Switch off the BUP.
4. Connect the BUP to the power supply system.
5. Switch on the BUP.
Now you can choose between using the BUP in mains 
operation or just recharge the device. Charging the battery 
completely is best to treat the battery with care.

Mains operation! The BUP is currently charged by power, as well when you 
use it in a normal way. If you wish to switch to battery ope-
ration:

1. Switch off the BUP.
2. Plug the power plug out of the socket.
3. Pull the small power plug out of the BUP.

4. Switch on the BUP.The display shows one of the battery 
symbols – depending on the current status of charging.

Charging duration:

• about four hours: complete charge – irrespective of synchronously using the BUP –   
 230 V socket.

 • after approximately 10 minutes: up to one hour operation possible. 

The BUP uses high performance NiMH battery with high capacity that provide long operation.  
Depending on the intensity of use, you can operate the BUP up to 24 hours.
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5.2 Cooperation with MediTOOLs

MediTOOLs is a pc program specially developped for administration, analyse and documentation 
concerning the Warnke® method. The main spot is the interpretation of test results. The light version 
of the program is included in delivery of the BUP. 

5.2.1 Data Transfer

Client‘s data which were collected and saved with the BUP can be transferred and enduringly saved 
in MediTOOLs. Therefor you need a card reader for CF cards. Some computers already are equip-
ped with a device like this. If your computer does not have one you can buy it in a computer store or 
at MediTECH. Install the program MediTOOLs on your computer.

 Procedure (for data transfer):

 Caution!  Switch off the BUP with the ON/OFF fl ip switch. If you delete the card from a running 
BUP a loss of data can be caused. 

1.  Delete the CF card from the slot of the BUP (switched off!!) at the back side. 

2. Insert the CF card into the card reader which is affi liated and functioning. 

3. Start the program MediTOOLs. 

4.  Click the BUP button on the screen or choose menu Tools ► Brain-Boy Universal Professio-
nal. The screen „Dataset Manage-
ment“ will be opened. If not, check 
the connection between the card 
reader and the computer and also 
the position of the CF card. 

 If the screen „BUP File System 
Conversion“ will be shown conti-
nue reading in chapter „5.2.2 Firm-
ware update“.

5. Click checkbox „Transfer all“. 

6. Click button „Transfer“. Thereby 
you start the transfer. Depending 
on the sum of data, this process 
will take some seconds up to a few minutes. The data sets which are saved on the card will be 
transferred to MediTOOLs.  

 Note! We recommend to save less than 100 clients or 1,000 measures at the same time on 
the card. Otherwise it can cause loss of performance or speed. 

Hint:  MediTOOLs is a substantial program with a range of abilities of interpretation and documen-
tation. You need the full licence in order to use the complete amount of the program. Please 
contact MediTECH or an authorized partner to order this version or to fi nd out more. 

5.2.2 Firmware Update 

If you concluded the software service contract you will be sent updates and upgrades of MediTOOLs. 
A fi rmware update will be included since these two programs are connected directly and must be of 
a corresponding status. 

When you installed the MediTOOLs update or upgrade and connected the CF card with the computer 
(with the help of the card reader) the screen „BUP File System Conversion“ will be shown. 

1. Click the button „Continue on“ on the screen. Then follow the further instructions. Take care that 
the BUP is switched off, when you insert the CF card.

When you connect the CF card with the computer again, you can transfer the data normally. When 
indicated the computer starts a conversion of data. If so follow the instructions given.
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5.3  Help in case of trouble and problems

No Trouble or problem Possible explanation and help

1. The display shows no symbols. • Check if the device is switched on. Possibly press the on / off switch.

• Check if the power supply unit is plugged into an operating socket 

and if the plug is pushed into the 12-V-socket at the device as far as 

possible. Possibly the battery are discharged.

2.  Using the headphones nothing 

is audible or the signal output is 

faulty. 

• Check if you can see symbols on the display. If not, please follow the 

steps in no. 1.

• Increase the total volume of the device (menu Options ► Volume)

• Check if the phone jacks of the headphones are plugged into the 

middle socket on the front of the BUP correctly. They have to lock. 

The left and the right socket are intended for the external answering 

buttons.

• Connect the headphones to another device e.g. a CD player to check 

if the headphones could be defect.

• Check if the plug of the headphones has two black rings at the end. 

If there is only one ring, it is a mono plug that does not allow stereo 

output. 

3. No data is saved on the CF-

Card.

• It is possible that you have pulled the CF-Card out of the device while 

operating. This could lead to loss of data or the destruction of the CF-

Card! Check the card with the BUP and the card reader device.

4. The device does not save data. • Check if the CF-Card is plugged into the device correctly. The data will 
only be saved on the CF-Card. A buffering of data is not possible. 

5. The device restarts unex-
pectedly.

• Check if the power supply unit is fi rmly plugged into the socket. This 
phenomenon occurs if you use the BUP in mains operation and the 
power supply is discontinued. 

6. The device temporarily gene-
rates a cheep sound – even if 
the headphones are pulled out.

•  If you use the BUP in battery operation, switch it off, connect it to a 
power supply and continue using the device in the mains operation 
mode. The battery could be discharged.

•  If you use the BUP in mains operation, check if the power supply unit 
is plugged into the socket and the small power plug is pushed into the 
BUP fi rmly. The display should show the cable symbol in the upper 
right corner.

7. The signs in the display 
weaken.

• Switch off the device, connect it to a power supply and use it in the 
mains operation. The battery will be charged.

• Charge the battery if you do not need the device any more (e.g. during 
the night). Connect the BUP to a power supply.  

• Change the settings in Main menu ► Options ► Display Setting. 

8. Pressing the key of an exter-
nal hand pushbutton does not 

trigger any action.

• Check if the hand pushbuttons are plugged into the two outer sockets 
on the front of the BUP. They have to lock. This phenomenon could 

occur if one of the hand pushbuttons is plugged into the middle socket 

(intended for the headphones).
• Exchange the one hand pushbutton by the other. If the trouble now 

occurs on the other side, the hand pushbutton is defect.

9. The green lamp in the upper 
part of the BUP fl ares up seve-

ral times.

•  The fl aring up signals that the BUP is accessing the CF-Card to save 
or delete data at the moment.

10. The display gets darker / the 
date and time appear and 

change their position.

• A screen saver is integrated in the BUP, which will be activated after 

a certain time (duration depends on the situation). Press any key to 

cancel the screen saver.

11. The age of the client at moni-

toring the results is wrong. The 
Screensaver shows a wrong 
date.

• Does this happens just once? Check (and correct if necessary) the 
client‘s age described in Main menu ► Client ► Change and the 

actual date described in Main menu ► Options ► Set date. 
• Does this happen several times, specially after a reboot? The internal 

battery is off or damaged. Please contact us. 

12. The described measures did 
not work or other problems 

occured.

Contact out hotline service:
                                     +49-5130-97778-55

Any further measures will be provided by us.
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5.4 Maintenance and shut down of operation

This chapter contains information about the maintenance measures that have to be done using the 
BUP.

5.4.1 Maintenance (once a year)

Danger! Do not perform any kind of maintenance of the BUP by yourself. Do not release the 
screws in order to open the case. There is a risk to injure yourself or to damage the BUP. 
Maintenance will only be performed by the technical personnel of MediTECH or by accre-
dited representatives. 

It is urgently recommended to send the BUP – with or without a maintaining contract – once a year 
to MediTECH to perform maintenance. That avoids undesirable down times. 

5.4.2 Cleaning

Clean the case and the headphones of the BUP before and after use with a smooth cloth that is 
moistened with commercial disinfectant. 

 Caution!  Do observe the disinfectant manufacturer’s treatment and security information. 

 Caution!  Do prevent the device from contact with ultrasonic bathes, water (running or still) and 
chemical detergents like dilutions, alcohol etc.

The foam of the headphones has to be changed before changing the client. Cleaning the foam is not 
intended.

The parts that have to be changed are available at specialized traders or at MediTECH whose 
address can be found on the cover of the manual. 

5.4.3 Maintenance and storage

1. Please take care that the supervisor is the only person who switches off the device and pulls the 
power supply unit out of the socket.

2. Store the device at room temperature at a dry place. 
If the device does not work properly any more, please contact us. 

 Caution!  If you disconnect the device from the power supply system, switch the device off at fi rst 
and then pull the plug of the power supply unit out of the socket. Avoid in any case to 
pull the plug out of the device fi rst.

5.4.4 Recycling

1. Switch off the device.

 Caution!  If you disconnect the device from the power supply system, switch the device off at fi rst 
and then pull the plug of the power supply unit out of the socket. Avoid in any case to 
pull the plug out of the device fi rst.

2. Pull all accessories out of the device. 

 Note:  The BUP cannot be recycled in the household waste since it contains electronic parts 
Deliver the device to a waste recycling company for elect-
ronic parts or send it (please include note that tells us the 
intended purpose) to

  We will recycle the device according to the regulations.

MediTECH Electronic GmbH
Langer Acker 7

D-30900 Wedemark
Telefon: +49-(0)5130-97778-0
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5.5 Assembly and Accessories 

Here you will fi nd the technical specifi cations of the BUP as well as the technical accessories.

5.5.1 Technical data

Power supply: 12 V DC

Power supply unit data: primary: 100 - 240 VAC / 50 - 60 Hz / 400 mA

secondary: 12 VDC / 1,25 A

Current during operation: ca. 70 mA

Output level: 110 dBA directly at the headphones

Duration of life: approx. 5 years (the year of manufacturing is printed on the device)

Operation

Environmental temperature +10 °C to +40 °C

Relative humidity 30% - 75%

Air pressure 700 - 1060 hPa

Storage and transport

Environmental temperature -20 °C to +50 °C

Relative humidity 20% - 95%

Air pressure 700 - 1060 hPa

 Caution!  The power supply is NOT identical to the power supply of the Lateral-Trainer Professional 
LT 3.0 or Audio-Video-Trainer AVT 7000 III (and secondary devices) – though they look 
similarly. Observe the type plate.

 Caution! Exclusively operate the device in dry environment. Protect the device from wetness and 
humidity.

 Note! Exclusively use the original packaging in which the device was delivered for storage 
and transport. Suffi ciently secure the device from shocks while transporting.

 Note:  No liability will be taken for damage due to use against the purpose of the device.

5.5.2  Type plate for the BUP

This symbol tells you that you need additional accessories that are not included in the delivery of the 
device to use the BUP.
These accessories are stereo headphones, external hand pushbuttons, a CF-Card for saving data 
and a card reader (not included) for the connection to a computer. 

 Note! Additionally, the year of manufacturing of the BUP is noted on a sticker directly below 
the type plate of the device.

 5.5.3 Type plate power supply unit

Brain-Boy Universal 
PROFESSIONAL

2010
BUP

D-30900 Wedemark

Tel.: +49(0)5130-97778-0  Tel.: +49(0)5130-97778-22

No 50XXXX

Bitte ausschließlich das beigefügte 

12V-Steckernetzteil verwenden  

Type

Manufacturer

Serial Number

Dry location 
use only

Device with 
protection class II

Enviromental 
classifi cation

Caution, 
observe the 

manual!

Enviromental 
classifi cation

Input voltage and 
consumption

Manufacturer

Type

 Note! The colours were changed 
(black and white) to improve 

the readability. 
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5.5.4   Accessories and additional devices

The scope of delivery of the BUP contains: 

• Brain-Boy® Universal Professional  

• Power supply unit  
(adapters for international power sockets available on demand) 

• Compact-Flash-Card (CF-Card) with preinstalled program data and space for saving the ac-
quired test and trainings results

• one pair of external hand pushbuttons (ball hand pushbuttons)

• CD with the MediTOOLs program for documentation and evaluation in the light version

• Manual

You need headphones for effective work with the auditory BUP tasks:

MediTECH-Headphones – Type MT-70 II

Impedance 100 Ohm

Frequency range 20 - 20,000Hz

Power 200mW

Cable 2,00 m shielded

Plug 6,35mm stereo phone jack

Weight 120 g

The headphones are permanently marked with the manufacturer and type specifi cations.

MediTECH-Headphones – Typ MT-301

Impedance 100 Ohm

Frequency range 20 - 25,000Hz

Power 200mW

Cable 3,00 m shielded

Plug 6,35mm stereo phone jack

Weight 120 g

The headphones are permanently marked with the manufacturer and type specifi cations.

Both types of headphones assuredly offer an air gap and leakage distance (minimum 4 mm to all 
energised components) in the area of persons.

 Caution!  For security reasons (particularly the medical device directive) exclusively use MediTECH 
headphones.

A further selection of appropriate headphones is available from MediTECH. Please contact us. It is 
recommended to have one pair of open and ear enclosing headphones on stock so that the client is 
able to choose the headphones.

CF-Card reader device

You will need a CF-Card reader to transfer saved data to the computer. Some modern computers 
already dispose of such a card reader. If your computer does not have a device like this you can by 
it in a computer store or at MediTECH (article number 8557A). 

CF-Card as additional cards

For saving and operating you can use common CF-Cards up to a capacity of 16 GB. 

 Note! MediTECH does not give warranty or liability for CF-Cards that are not part of the deli-
very. The same if you use the CF-Card for any other purpose. 
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6  Device and Service Warranty

With the purchase of the Brain-Boy® Universal Professional (BUP) of the company 

MediTECH Electronic GmbH – Wedemark 
you get a two year warranty for the impeccable functionality* of the device.

Besides this warranty we offer a service hotline for questions and trouble with the BUP 
and the low level functions for the whole time you work with the device. 

The phone hotline is available under the phone number

+49-(0)5130-97778-55

Of course if you have questions you can also 

send a fax: +49-5130-97778-22 
or an email:  service@meditech.de

* functional problems and damage that occurred due to unintended use are excluded

EG-declaration of conformity

We MediTECH Electronic GmbH
(Name)

  Langer Acker 7, D-30900 Wedemark
(Adress)

declare in sole responsibility that the product

  Brain-Boy® Universal-Professional (Art.-Nr.: 10000)

  made in Germany
(name, type or model, article number)

on which this declaration refers, corresponds to the following norm(s) or normative document(s).

DIN EN 60601-1 (VDE 0750 Teil 1):1996-03; EN 60601-1:1990 + A1:1993 + A2:1995

DIN EN 60601-1-1 (VDE 0750 Teil 1-1):1994-09; EN 60601-1-1:1993-10

DIN EN 60601-1-1/A1 (VDE 0750 Teil 1-1/A1):1996-11; EN 60601-1-1:1993/A1:1996

IEC 60601-1:1988-12

IEC 60601-1/A1:1991-11

IEC 60601-1/A2:1995-03
(Titel und/oder Nummer sowie Ausgabedatum der Norm(en) oder der anderen normativen Dokumente)

According to the guideline

EG-guideline 93/42/EWG for medical devices

Wedemark, August 2004
(Place and date)    (Name and signature)
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Appendix 2  Self created setup templates

Here you can note the settings of your own setup templates. So you help yourself and your col-
leagues to identify the setups with their name.

Parameter

(name of task)  ________________

(setup name)  ________________

Streak  ________________  

Add. Settings* 

► Start    ________________

► Max value   ________________

►  Min value  ________________

►  Raster  ________________

► Number  ________________

►  Step width  ________________

►  Back  ________________

►  Max. Error  ________________

Total volume  ________________

Signal volume   ________________

Tone  ________________

Item  ________________

Signal lenght*  ________________

Number  ________________

Hits*  ________________

Time  ________________

Delay time  ________________

Confi rmation  ________________

Praise*  ________________

Learn  ________________

Repeat*  ________________

Number of repetions*  ________________

Side steps*  ________________

Intended for client/

client group:  ________________

*  depending on the selected task or sequence some parameters are deactivated and therefore are not available.

Parameter

(name of task)  ________________

(setup name)  ________________

Streak  ________________

Add. Settings* 

► Start    ________________

► Max value   ________________

►  Min value  ________________

►  Raster  ________________

► Number  ________________

►  Step width  ________________

►  Back  ________________

►  Max. Error  ________________

Total volume  ________________

Signal volume   ________________

Tone  ________________

Item  ________________

Signal lenght*  ________________

Number  ________________

Hits*  ________________

Time  ________________

Delay time  ________________

Confi rmation  ________________

Praise*  ________________

Learn  ________________

Repeat*  ________________

Number of repetions*  ________________

Side steps*  ________________

Intended for client/

client group:  ________________
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